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Editorial �….

It is a matter of pleasure for us to release the  rst issue of Indian Psychology News. 
Such a newsletter was long overdue in the  eld of Indian psychology to keep academ-
ics and professionals informed about the developments in the  eld. We are happy that 
at Indian Psychology Institute we could take an initiative in this direction. We are sure 
that this Newsletter will grow with time as an organic instrument in the promotion of 
Indian psychology. Presently it will be an eight-page quarterly Newsletter, with a pos-
sibility of increasing its volume and frequency in future.    

Indian psychology has been rapidly expanding in recent years as an independent  eld of 
knowledge. With its distinct approach, theories and methods of inquiry, Indian psycholo-
gy is emerging as an alternative to existing Euro-American model of scienti c psychology. 
Western psychology has dominated Indian 
academia for almost a century, though sal-
utary contributions were made during this 
period building on indigenous knowledge. It 
could be a cumulative result of these efforts 
that in the last one decade there has been a 
spurt of interest and activities to learn from 
the ancient Indian heritage. This is evident 
in a large volume of research publications, 
including books, conferences and symposia, and teaching and training programmes in 
different domains of Indian psychology. As a psychology of human transformation and 
growth rooted in the age-old tradition of yoga and meditation, the emerging discipline of 
Indian psychology is rede ning itself in modern times. Its contours and content  eld are 
still shaping up. Through this newsletter we are trying to reach all those who are employ-
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ing Indian theories and concepts in research, teaching and practice, and thereby, partici-
pants in shaping the future of this new psychology of the Indian origin.

It will not be misplaced to state that Indian psychology is going through a critical phase 
of its growth. There are many choice points, diverse views and visions leading to alter-
native pathways that Indian psychology can possibly take. Again, the dominant socio-
political ethos plays an important role in the shaping of a discipline. What directions 
Indian psychology will take in the coming years is anybody�’s guess.   

This Newsletter aims to serve as a forum to keep ourselves updated about the major 
developments, events and activities within the  eld of Indian Psychology. This forum 
intends to augment exchange of views, ideas and insights, and dialogue and debate 
about the issues of concern to the larger psychology fraternity. The purpose is to com-
municate and interact through this newsletter and thereby connect with the larger 

movement of contemporizing an ancient science. 

The  rst issue of the Indian Psychology News coincides with a major publication, Foun-
dations of Indian Psychology, in two volumes. In this issue we are bringing out the 
details about the contents of these two volumes and excerpts from the introductory 
chapter of the  rst volume about �‘What do we mean by Indian psychology?�’

In this Newsletter we intend to publish short articles, book reviews, announcements 
about academic events, training programmes, research projects and opportunities for 
higher education in Indian psychology. Interested persons can write to mail@ipi.org.in 

for a copy of the Indian Psychology News.   

 Ajit Dalal

The Indian Psychology Institute

The Indian Psychology Institute (IPI) was established in 2006 with the speci c purpose 
of bringing to the fore the concepts, theories and practices from Indian psychology and 
incorporating them into academics and the professional practice of  psychology. The 
endeavour is to delineate the theoretical models, speci c insights and objective and 
reliable methods from the Indian traditions and explore their viability in contributing to 
modern psychology in terms of research, teaching and practice. 

Located in Puducherry in the ambience of Sri Aurobindo Ashram, IPI endeavours to 
work towards effective integration of science and spirituality, and of the intellectual tra-
ditions of the East and the West. IPI is set up to address the human quest for growth 
and transcendence, and to engage with human suffering through the wealth of Indian 

psychological knowledge.  

Foundations of Indian Psychology
R. M. Matthijs Cornelissen, Girishwar Misra & Suneet Varma (eds.)

Published by: Longman �– Pearson Education (New Delhi)
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Bahman A. K. Shirazi �— The Su  path of self-transformation
Shivantika Sharad �— Being an authentic self: Some insights from the lives of Sri Aurobindo and Mahatma Gandhi

Section 3: Pathways to knowledge
Peter Sedlmeier �— Indian psychology and the scienti c method
William Braud       �— Integrating yoga epistemology and ontology into an expanded integral approach to research
Girishwar Misra �— Knowing in the Indian tradition
Matthijs Cornelissen �— What is knowledge? A re ection based on the work of Sri Aurobindo
S. R. Bhatt �— The noetic process (citta vrithi): A Ther v da Buddhist view

Section 4: Affect, motivation and creativity
Girishwar Misra �— Psychology of emotions: Some cultural perspectives
Sunil D. Gaur �— Why am I here? Implications of self and identity for conceptualizing motivation
Anand C. Paranjpe �— The principles and practice of karma yoga in the writings and life of B. G. Tilak
Kavita A. Sharma �— From dejection to action: A narrative analysis of the transformation of Arjuna and Yudhisthira 
Minati Panda �— Cultural construction of creativity: Dualism and beyond

Volume 2: Practical Applications
Section 1: Health and healing

Kapil Kapoor �— Philosophy of healing in Indian medicine
R. L. Bijlani �— Integral psychology: More than a tool for health and happiness
Ajit K. Dalal  �— Folk wisdom and traditional healing practices: Some lessons for modern psychotherapies
Alok Pandey �— Psychotherapy and Indian thought
Michael Miovic �— Psychotherapy and Integral Yoga Psychology
K. M. Tripathi �— Concept and scope of pratyahara in management of mental health

Section 2: Education
Neeltje Huppes  �— Integral education: An application of Indian psychology
P. Ram Manohar �— The blending of healing and pedagogy in yurveda
Bharati Baveja �— Situating teacher education in the Indian context: A paradigm shift
Vinita Kaushik Kapur  �— Krishnamurti and value education
Anjum Sibia �— Education for life: The Mirambika experience

Section 3: Social issues
Anand Prakash �— Exploring images used for individual-organization interface: Experiences and re ections
Kumar Ravi Priya �— Broadening of consciousness: A healing process among survivors of Kachchh earthquake
R. S. Pirta  �— Resolution of social con icts: An Indian model
Anjali Singh �— Lalan-palan: A psycho-spiritual experience for the Indian mother
P. Kapur & G. Misra �— Being human the Sikh way: Some psychological re ections
Kittu Reddy �— Organizational transformation through consciousness-centred training in the Indian Army

For more information, see http://ipi.org.in
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by yoga and meditation actually does lead to greater social effectiveness and life-
satisfaction. An anecdotal but undoubtedly historical support for this comes, be-
sides, in the form of the life of the Buddha, a living example of sel essness, and yet, 
one of the most in uential individuals who ever lived. 

Regarding the need to overcome the  rst impressions our senses give us, this is of 
course quite common in modern science. In the beginning of the modern, scienti c 
era, the sense-impression of a �“rising sun�” was discarded in favour of a model in 
which the earth turns around its axis. Quantum mechanics does not  t in our ordi-
nary sense-based view of reality at all. Such things are accepted because they can 
still be processed mathematically and used technologically. In a similar way, yoga 
and meditation have led to insights that are hard to grasp for the ordinary sense-
based mind�—for example �“pure consciousness�”, or the presence of �“the Divine�” as 
our deepest identity�—but they can be made real experientially, and then they have 
a perfectly concrete, bene cial effect on our psychological existence.

Though the bene cial effects of yoga and meditation on our subjective sense of 
well-being have been shown to exist in numerous researches, they may still not be 
the most important contribution of the Indian tradition to psychology as a science. 
The most interesting might well turn out to be what the Indian tradition can con-
tribute in terms of detailed, incisive and reliable psychological knowledge. For we 
should not forget that the ancient rishis were not only seeking �“ananda�”; they were 
also seeking to overcome ignorance; they wanted true, undistorted knowledge. And 
real knowledge meant for them knowledge of the self, and the reason for this inward 
look is clear: everything we know or do, we achieve through our own nature. If our 
own nature is weak or distorted, everything we know or do will be tarnished by our 
weaknesses and distortions. So the  rst necessity is to clean up, to purify and to 
get to know our own nature as thoroughly as we can. And this is exactly what jnana 
and purna yoga are about: to purify the inner instrument of knowledge so that it can 
provide undistorted truth about reality as it really is. If this puri cation and transfor-
mation are extended to the inner instruments of action, this will automatically lead 
to action which is less ego-based and 
more in harmony with the whole. 

Given the treasures of psychological 
knowledge one can  nd in ancient scrip-
tures like the Rig Veda, the Upanishads, 
and in the works of modern yogis like Sri 
Aurobindo, it would be a great loss for 
humanity if modern Psychology chose to ignore this contribution. For the rishis de-
veloped something which mainstream psychology did not: a rigorous and effective 
method to develop detailed and reliable knowledge of the subjective domain. And 
this might well be the one thing humanity is presently most in need of.

the rishis developed something which 
mainstream psychology did not: a 
 rigorous and  effective method to develop 
 detailed and reliable knowledge of the 
subjective  domain.
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IPI is active in varied areas of Indian psychology, such as designing and  conducting 
courses, seminars, conferences, workshops, research projects and training  programmes 
for teachers, students and the general public. It has been working towards compiling 
specialised articles and textual material as textbooks, and towards the dissemination 
of information and other related resource material through the IPI website. The Institute 
networks with other related organisations and people working in the  eld and maintains 
a database of available textual material. IPI is deeply involved in yoga, and uses it for the 
study of IP related ideas and concepts, for the exploration of levels of consciousness and 
their inter-relations, for research on IP processes and their dynamics, and in the applica-
tion of IP in working on oneself and with others, on the individual level as well as in groups.

 

The signi cance of the lotus is not to be found by analysing the 
secrets of the mud from which it grows here; its secret is to be 
found in the heavenly archetype of the lotus that blooms for ever 
in the Light above �… 

[Y]ou must know the whole before you can know the part and the 
highest before you can truly understand the lowest. That is the 
promise of the greater psychology awaiting its hour ...

�— Sri Aurobindo, Letters on Yoga,  p.1609

What do mean by Indian psychology?

The Introduction to Foundations of Indian Psychology explains the term Indian Psy-
chology as follows: 

By Indian psychology we mean an approach to psychology that is based on ideas 
and practices that developed over thousands of years within the Indian sub-conti-
nent. In other words, we use the word �‘Indian�’ to indicate and honour the origin of 
this approach to psychology�—the origin of the underlying philosophy, the concep-
tual framework, the methods of enquiry, and the technology of consciousness that 
it uses to bring about psychological change and transformation. It may be useful 
to make explicit that we do not use the word �‘Indian�’ to localize or limit the scope 
of this approach to psychology; we do not mean, for example, �‘the psychology of 
the Indian people�’, or �‘psychology as taught at Indian universities�’. Indian Ppsy-
chology is also not about the past, but about the present and the future. Indian 
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 psychology is about how ideas 
and practices from the Indian tra-
dition can be used to tackle issues 
in contemporary psychology and 
constructively inform its disci-
plinary practice by  helping with 
theory building and application. 
We hold that Indian psychology as 
a meta-theory and as an extensive body of related theories and practices has 
something essential and unique to contribute to the global civilization as a whole.

What is it that the Indian civilization can contribute to psychology?

The most important contribution which the Indian tradition can make to psychology, 
and with that to our proud global civilization, may well be something that is utterly 
simple in its basic principle, but at the same time, surprisingly far-reaching in its 
consequences: its basic method of enquiry. 

When modern psychology discovered in the beginning of the 20th century that in-
trospection was not a very reliable method of enquiry, it did not discover anything 
new. The Indian civilization had discovered this thousands of years ago. What was 
different however, was how modernity reacted to this discovery. It is good to stand 
still for some time at what happened, for the consequences have been far-reaching 
and by and large negative. Modern psychology escaped from the problem by re-
de ning psychology as the science of behaviour. Initially this must have seemed 
a splendid idea and the whole  eld fell for it with a stunning degree of unanimity: 
psychology suddenly became a real science, purely objective, third-person, dealing 
in undisputable facts. It took remarkably long before it began to dawn at what cost 
all this had come: By focusing exclusively on outer behaviour, almost everything that 
really matters to people had disappeared from view. And so, as a result, truth, love, 
joy, beauty, even meaning itself, all got an air of being intangible, unsubstantial -- 
and here comes the hitch for psychology as a science -- dif cult to research. As be-
haviour was easier to study in small animals than in people, cognitive behaviour was 
in the  fties mainly studied in rats and pigeons. These �“laboratory animals�” were  rst 
starved and then taught random behaviour with the help of rewards in the form of 
food-pellets. And now came the real problem: the results of these animal studies 
were happily applied to human education, and so we have now children who are 
taught what at least to them appears as random facts, with the help of marks and 
degrees. And once children are systematically trained to do anything whatsoever as 
long as it produces high marks, is it surprising that we end up with �‘grown-ups�’ who 
are willing to do anything as long as it produces money? So a relatively innocent 
looking choice regarding scienti c methodology at the beginning of last century 

We do not look at Indian psychology as 
something that belongs only to  India or the 
past, but as a rich source of psychological 
insight and know-how that can be utilised 
to create a better future for the whole of hu-
manity. 
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seems to have led to one of the most serious problems our global civilization is 
presently facing: an ever-growing epidemic of corruption and money-mindedness. 

It is obviously dif cult to prove the link, and one may well argue that modern psychol-
ogy is not anymore about �“rats and stats�”. We have now the well-established quan-
titative methodology of statistically processed surveys, more recently the promise 
of qualitative, narrative analysis, and a growing awareness of how knowledge gets 
socially constructed. But none of this goes deep enough. Good science goes below 
the surface, but these approaches don�’t allow that to happen. The statistical surveys 
are limited to what representative populations of large numbers of lay people can 
report about themselves; the narrative analysis cannot go beyond what concerned  
lay people already happen to know. Both have their use, no doubt, but the  rst can-
not deliver more than a kind of sophisticated 
psycho-social geography, the second will  nd 
it dif cult to rise beyond high quality journalism.

In case it is not clear whether this harsh criti-
cism of mainstream psychology is justi ed, it 
may help to consider what would have hap-
pened to astronomy if it would have followed 
the path taken by psychology. What if astronomy had limited itself to quantitative 
analysis of what large, representative populations of lay people see in the evening 
sky? It is clear that what people see is informed by their culture, it is also clear that 
one single �“qualitative�” interview with a farmer living high in the mountains gives 
better information about the stars than a large study of people living in the plains. 
But still, the real road ahead for astronomy was to forget about all this, and ensure 
that a few highly trained professionals could make use of the most powerful and 
reliable pieces of equipment available.

Interestingly, this is exactly what the Indian tradition has done in the  eld of psychol-
ogy. The ancient rishis and yogis realized, like their modern counterparts, that what 
ordinary people know about themselves is not worth much, but they did not shy 
away from the problem. Instead they analysed the causes for this human incapacity 
and then they set to work on methods to overcome these defects. They found that 
the two main problems were egoism, and a too naive reliance on what the senses 
make us believe. Regarding the former, they found that the egoism expressed itself 
through desires, preferences and the natural �“vested interests�” we all have in the 
outcome of our self-observations. All such factors lead in their own way to distor-
tions. What is more interesting is that they found that it is actually possible to re-
move these obstacles, and that this not only leads to greater clarity of thought, but 
also to a remarkable type of unconditional inner joy and effectiveness in action. The 
latter may be a surprise to those who have been brought up on the virtues of �“ego-
strength�”, but there is convincing scienti c evidence that the detachment  furthered 

What would have happened to 
astronomy if it had limited itself 
to quantitative analysis of what 
large, representative populations 
of lay people see in the evening 
sky?


